
WCA-RADIO {Political} UPDATE 
 
Intro: 
 
It’s 12:46 AM I’m John Smith this is your WCA-Radio Politics Update. 
 
 
Body: 
 

● Republican presidential candidate Ben Carson is under fire once 
again for his comments on gun control, this time over his suggestion 
that the Holocaust could have been avoided if the Jews had been 
armed. Speaking in a CNN interview regarding his new book, “A 
Perfect Union”, the retired neurosurgeon defended comments in the 
book wherein Carson suggested Adolf Hitler would not have been as 
likely to accomplish his goals had his victims been armed. His 
comments have drawn quick backlash, but Carson doesn’t appear to 
be backing down from his views on gun control. 

● Republican Speaker of the House John Boehner, who announced his 
plans to resign the office on September 25th, has agreed to stay on 
as Speaker until his successor is confirmed by the House, according 
to Fox News. Boehner announced he’d be stepping down effective 
October 30th two weeks back, but will continue to hold the Speaker’s 
gavel until another candidate receives the 218 votes needed for 
confirmation. 

● Boehner’s time with the Speaker’s gavel may not come to an end 
soon, as California Republican Kevin McCarthy, previously thought to 
be the frontrunner for the job, has announced that he will not run for 



the position. This comes after McCarthy came under fire over 
comments suggesting the Republican Select Committee on Benghazi 
was just another attempt to discredit former Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton. 

● Along with her ongoing email scandal, Democratic Presidential 
candidate Hillary Clinton is now drawing criticism for her reversal on 
the recently finalized Trans-Pacific partnership. (PLAY BITE.) That’s 
Clinton, former New York Senator and Secretary of State, on PBS 
Newshour’s announcing her opposition to the deal, coming a couple 
of years after Clinton supported the deal as Secretary of State under 
the Obama Administration. 

● Finally, reactions to Tuesday’s Democratic Debate are still flooding in, 
and there’s a big consensus that the line of the night came from 
Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders. (PLAY BITE.) That’s Sanders, who 
currently sits second in the polls, defending Hillary Clinton and asking 
the media to move on from her email scandal. 

 
Conclusion: 
 
That’s your political update for now. I’m John Smith for WCA-Radio. 
 
WCA-Radio Time {TIME} 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
 



WCA-RADIO {Sports} UPDATE 
 
Intro: 
 
At {TIME} I’m John Smythe this is your WCA-Radio Sports Update. 
 
 
Body: 
 

● Last night the National League playoffs continued with the Cubs 
taking down the Cardinals in 4 games to close out the series, the first 
playoff series ever won by the Cubs at Wrigley in franchise history. 

● Meanwhile over in New York City, the Mets battled the Dodgers going 
in with a 2-1 series lead but failed to end it and were taken down 3-1, 
tying the series up at 2-2 with Game 5 on Thursday night. 

● Former NBA player Lamar Odom was found unconscious yesterday 
in a Nevada brothel. He had reportedly taken herbal substitutes for 
Viagra and was later found unresponsive. He was rushed to a Las 
Vegas hospital and is currently in critical condition. 

● On Monday night football, the Steelers defeated the Chargers 
following a 2-minute drive led by Michael Vick in for the injured Ben 
Roethlisberger. Down by 3 with under 10 seconds left, Le'veon Bell 
scored a touchdown on a direct snap and run from the 1-yard line, 
improving the Steelers 3-2 on the season. 

● Eagles defensive end Fletcher Cox won the NFC defensive player of 
the week, the first time an Eagle has captured that title since 2011. 



Cox was able to force 2 fumbles along with 3 sacks and 6 total 
tackles, leading the Eagles to a victory over the Saints 39-17. 

 
Conclusion: 
 
That’s sports for now. I’m John Smythe for WCA-Radio. 
 
WCA-Radio Time {TIME} 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

WCA-RADIO {Entertainment} UPDATE 
 
Intro: 
 
At {TIME} I’m {Jane Smith} this is your WCA-Radio {Entertainment} Update. 
 
 
Body: 
 

● Story 1 Selena Gomez and her Lupus 
● Selena Gomez was diagnosed with Lupus and has been 

undergoing chemotherapy. The singer mentioned on Ellen she 
was diagnosed almost 3 years ago and confirms it was the 
reason why she cancelled her tour in 2013. She tells billboard 
magazine what really “broke” her is that she could’ve had a 
stroke, but the singer seems to be doing well in keeping her 
disease under control. 



 
● Story 2 Drake and Serena Williams 

● Now something you don’t hear everyday; are Drake and Serena 
Williams engaged? Rumors had been floating around about 
those two dating and a few recently learned that they have 
been talking for a couple of weeks. OK! Magazine published the 
two of them announcing an engagement, but Drake announced 
the rumours are untrue. 

 
-Story 3 John Legend and Chrissy Teigen Baby News! 

- Both John legend and Chrissy Teigen went to instagram on 
Monday and posted the same picture of them announcing that they 
are expecting their very first child! Chrissy mentions how she and 
John were having trouble, but now Teigen says that she, “can’t wait 
to bring their first child into the world and grow our family” Congrats to 
the happy couple. 

 
● Story 4 Lamar Odom 

● Former NBA player Lamar Odom was found unconscious at the 
Love Ranch Brothel in Nevada. Before the incident, he was 
there to just have a good time and escape the pressures of his 
life. When he was found, he was rushed to the Sunrise Hospital 
in Las Vegas. Employees who found Odom mentioned he 
seemed to be in really bad shape. And as of now, his ex wife, 
Khloe Kardashian, is by his side as he clings on to his life. 

 
● Story 5 Shia Labeouf & his drinking 



● Last friday evening, Shia Labeouf was arrested for public 
intoxication. Originally he was approached by an officer 
because of jaywalking, but the officer picked up his slurred 
speech, and smelled alcohol on the actor. While being arrested 
he made strange claims mentioning he was in the national 
guard, and then strange tweets appeared the next day. 

 
Conclusion: 
 
That’s {all I have} for now. I’m {Jane Smith} for WCA-Radio. 
 
WCA-Radio Time {TIME} 
 


